
1* Say 2 sentences about each of these people (ep 1 p 8)/ record audios
2* You are a TV station - give short information about these people.... and 

about your family who were on the mission too
3* Where is Kerberos and Pluto? Who is Kerberos? Pluto? Why are the space 

bodies named so? What does the Kerberos dog look like? What does 
planet Pluto look like?

4* further reading about Pluto: https://rome.mrdonn.org/romangods/
https://rome.mrdonn.org/romangods/pluto.html
5* Write a report about Kerberos and Pluto
6* Nastya_Kerberos.rtf - read the report
7* tell the plot, ^ describe shots in Present Continuous, Past Ind and Future Ind
8* Translate: Come on! / We must get back to the ship!

* ep 2: What do you think of these students? Who is the commander of the 
group? Is Lance a good pilot? commander? Is Hunk a good student? 
Is Pidge a good student?

2* (sentence structure) 
a) What do they do: a) scientists, b) pilots , c) officers
(можно добавить выражения из брошюры School_subjects and facilities)
Scientists: make experiments, work on computers, study plants and minerals, 

fly to space,  make mistakes, use a microscope, teach students, 
solve problems, make spaceships

Pilots: go by spaceship, fly to space, work on computers, take people to far 
planets, call the centre, speak on the radio, send signals, make 
reports, often die

Officers: follow orders, give orders, often die, kill bad people, fly to space, make 
reports, talk on the radio, 

b) the same in singular / grammar transformations
c) record an audio/ write the stories
4* translate screenshots from  the video: voltron_words_1_shot1 - 5
5*Do you want to be a space pilot? Why? Scientist? Accountant? What do you 

want to be? Why?
6* (можно внедрить easy discussion)  Do_you_want_(easy_discussions).rtf
7* Scan the text and find past verbs, 5 present verbs, 5 future verbs, 5 verb 

infinitives and 5 orders
8* tell the plot, ^ describe shots in Present Continuous, Past Ind and Future Ind
9* Translate: Stop it!

Find and report!
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by hand
No time for...
to work as a team
to listen to each other
a year ago
He lost control.
to follow orders

*10
https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/skills/listening/elementary-a2-

listening/work
11* Trainer about scientists/ pilots/ officers
https://itisenglish.ru/Trainer_folder/Trainer_Books_Voltron_scientists_pilotes_

12.html
https://itisenglish.ru/Trainer_folder/Trainer_Books_Voltron_scientists_pilotes_

15.html
session_(questions_professions).pdf

* ep 3: 
Are these boys good friends? Why do you think so? Is it good to follow your 

friend secretly? Is it good to keep secrets from friends? What would 
you sat if your friends follow you secretly to see what you do?

Is Lance a good friend for the other boys or is he too selfish to be a true friend? 
Why does Hunk follow Lance even if he doesn't want to? Is Pidge a 
friend of Lance and Hunk - even if he keeps secrets from them? Is it 
OK for friends to keep secrets from each other? Is it OK for Lance to 
try to know Pidge's secrets so badly? What would you think if you 
find out that your friends followed you in the dark to know your 
secretes?

* write short reports about 2 of these 3 boys: Are they good or bad friends for 
their team? Give 2-3 facts to support your opinion.

2* Do you have friends? Are they good friends? Why do you think they are 
good/ bad friends?

Do you or your friends get other people into trouble?
3* Write a report about your friend
4* english vanya MY FRIEND.doc, leva english MY FRIEND.doc
5* Scan the text and find past verbs, 5 present verbs, 5 future verbs, 5 verb 

infinitives and 5 orders
6* tell the plot, ^ describe shots in Present Continuous, Past Ind and Future Ind
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7* Translate: too often
Keep your hands away!
to check radio signals
to have secrets from each other
What do you mean?
Follow me!

8* You've got a friend in me.doc - translate the text and sing the song with the 
audio 3 times (You've got a friend in me.MP3)

9* online exercises after ep 3:
https://itisenglish.ru/VidoDictator_folder/VideoDictator_Voltron1.html
https://itisenglish.ru/MultiTrainer/MultiTrainer_Voltron_verbs1.html

* ep 4: 
What happened to Shiro (from the very beginning)? What do the friends want 

to do? 
* Where are the cars and people around Shiro from? Who are the doctors/ 

scientists in the laboratory (facility) in the desert? (You may look for 
a clue in the video at timestamp 1:10:

https://itisenglish.ru/Voltron/pictures/Voltron_ep3_2.mp4)
2* page 11 - there are several groups (/parties) of people in this place. Who are 

they? What do they want? How did they get here?
https://itisenglish.ru/Voltron/pictures/voltron4_page11.jpg
3* (write a report for the previous task)
4*Who is Keith (page 14)? What do you think?
5* Does Lance know Keith? Why do you think so? Does Pidge know Keith? Does 

Hunk know Keith?
5a* What do you think, did Shiro have a good or a bad time in prison on 

another planet? (clues: lost an arm, grey hair, the aliens will kill 
everybody = evil, unfriendly, aggressive, hit him in the back of the 
head when they first met, didn't send home)

6* Translate: Looks like  he's not dead in space after all.
to send signals
Make him sleep.
on their way
We must get him out.
We need to make those guards look the other way.
No way!
to take a look
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7* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QBezaVYlpk
(myfriendGanga.mp4)
Tell about Lance on behalf of Hunk.

8* tell the plot, ^ describe shots in Present Continuous, Past Ind and Future Ind
9* past tenses:
https://itisenglish.ru/Voltron/Voltron_easy_reading_4a.html
Transform the sentences:
Scientists found a new fact.

It was a bad idea!
The boys followed their friend quietly.
Shiro went to his planet in an alien ship.
That was not one of our ships!
We had better motivation.
They could destroy the whole world!
A pilot found a group of travellers. He saved them.
The man was crazy.
They were interested in his secret.

10* online exercsises after ep 4:
https://itisenglish.ru/MultiTrainer/MultiTrainer_Voltron_verbsquestions.html

* ep 5: How do Keith and Lance feel about each other?
* Does Keith and Shiro know each other? Analyze the phrase "How did you 

know I needed your help?"
2* The Garrison sent Keith away because he didn't have enough discipline. 

Where was Keith all this time? Why is he still in this area near the 
Garrison facilities?

3* Tell the story.
4* Translate: in the same class

Can you give us a ride?
to get off
It is good to be back.
to have you back
I got away some way.

5* online exercises after ep 5:
https://itisenglish.ru/VidoDictator_folder/VideoDictator_Voltron2.html

* ep 6: 
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2* What do you know about Keith?
3* Tell the story.
4* Who is that blue lion? What do you think? (How can a lion be a weapon?)
5* Do you think that Shiro is dangerous for humans? Where did he get an 

electronic arm?
6* Translate: in some way

This is why...
Give it back!
chemical element
It looks like...

https://itisenglish.ru/Trainer_folder/Trainer_Books_Voltron_afterEp6_15.html

* ep 7: 
Did Keith come to this cave before? What happened when he came? What 

happened when Lance came? What happens when Keith touches 
the electric field? What happens when Lance touches the electric 
field? Why does the electric wall  open when Lance touches it? Why 
doesn't it open for Keith? 

* Translate: energy field
This is why...
Give it back!
chemical element
It looks like...

* ep 8: 
How does Hunk feel about Voltron? (copy his pose, watch the video) Why is he 

so excited? Why does Lance want to get inside the lion. Does 
anybody else want to get inside? (Look at page 2, at the bottom, 
explain how they are standing - afraid, hiding, covering his head, 
ready to fight)

* Translate: electronic device
to go alive
in some strange way
Let's try this

* ep 9: 
What can you say about the personality of the blue lion? Is it responsible? 

careful?  prudent? impulsive? Who takes orders from who? Who 
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does he behave like? Who is the best pilot for the lion among the 
team? What do the lion and Lance have in common?

*Discussion for two: the lion says what he wants to do in every situation and 
the other student is reason/ common sense/ prudence, it tries to 
argue

* Translate: 
Make it stop!
by itself
to leave somebody alone
the whole galaxy
to keep away from
on its way
It took us just 5 seconds.
a long way from home
nothing personal

https://itisenglish.ru/VidoDictator_folder/VideoDictator_Voltron3.html

* ep 10: 
How does Hunk feel about the blue lion? How does Lance feel about the lion? 

How does he feel about Keith? ...Keith about Lance?
* Translate: 

for your information (FYI)
to get through this
personal check-up
electronic devices
to go that way
to be in time

* ep 11: 
How does Hunk feel about the princess in the beginning and in the end? How 

does Lance feel about the princess in the beginning and in the end?
* Translate: 

jumped out
put together
in a very short time

https://itisenglish.ru/VidoDictator_folder/VideoDictator_Voltron4.html

* ep 12.1: 
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What do you know about Emperor Zarkon? Who is the Galra?
* Translate: 

to send word
ten times one thousand
a signal of danger
Let them come!

Keith and Lance (page 6). Why are they talking like this? Why are they rude to 
each other? If Keith didn't like Lance, he could just ignore him. Why 
didn't anyone else correct Lance? (They are standing together!)

Read aloud all dialogues of L and K.
Do you have a person who you dislike? Do you address him or her all the time 

without any reason?
- This is like a thousand plus ten.
- This is ten times thousand, stupid!
- Nobody asked you!
page 11 (trying to start a fight). Why did Lance start talking at all?
- I do not know know but I am sure this is all because of Keith.
- Say anything you want to make yourself feel better! After you and your stupid 

lion took us all the way to this far place so that now we are lost in 
space.

- I will help you to get lost!
Guess who will pilot the lions. Choose the best person from the team for each 

robot. Explain your choice:

The black lion is the head of Voltron. It controls the 
others. It will take a pilot who is a true leader and 
in control all the time. Other pilots must follow him 
and believe in him. 

The green lion likes to learn and see new things. It 
has a bright intellect. He needs a clever person to 
pilot him.

The yellow lion  is kind. Its pilot is the one who puts 
the needs of other people before his own needs. His 
heart must be strong. 

The red lion is the most difficult. It is faster than the 
others but it can be out of control. Its pilot must 
have good instincts and believe in himself.

https://itisenglish.ru/VidoDictator_folder/VideoDictator_Voltron5.html
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* ep 12.2: 
in the same place
to be in control
to be out of control
don't worry!
What is going on between Keith and Lance? Why are they rude to each other? 

Does their attitude towards each other change during these days? 
Why does Kieth start to blame Lance and the lion for taking them to 
this planet? Why does Lance make remarks about Keith?

Lance (page 8): What?! This guy?
Why did Keith feel the energy of the blue lion's hideout?
Look thought all episodes and find adjectives and expressions which describe 

the five lion pilots. 
https://itisenglish.ru/Voltron/Voltron_easy_reading_index.html
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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